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5. Something Old, Something
New: The Carter Family's
Bristol Sessions Recordings

Katie Doman

The Carter Family has become such an icon of country music that tt ts

hard for twenty-first century fans to imagine a time before A. P., Sara, and

Maybelle Carter were famous. However, when they arrived in Bristol in1927

and appeared for their audition with Ralph Peer, the three musicians began

on an equal footing with the other acts signed up for a chance at fame and

fortune. Like virtually eve ryone else at the recording sessions in Bristol (other

than Ernest Stoneman and the Johnson Brothers), the Carters were unknown.

But two of the acts - The Carter Family and Jimmie Rodgers - emerged as

country music stars. During his career, Rodgers sang about traveling, and

travel he did, building a reputation for living the wild life. The Carters, on

the other hand, aiways kept their focus on subjects suitable for family and

home, singing songs that were morally and spiritually instructive or w!re

derived from the old ballad tradition.

In the Carter Family's Bristol sessions recordings, one can easily iden-

tify the reasons for their success. They took old-fashioned, familiar songs

and themes and turned them into new material - and though their har-

monies and instrumentation were grounded firmly in Appalachian folk music,

they took that tradition in new directions. It was their distinctive Carter

sound-based firmly on Sara and Maybelle's lead vocals, A. P's bass har-

mony, and Maybelle's guitar work - that appealed to audiences and induced

66 feeling" for playing and that "if he heard a new song, he could g.n.r"liy
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them to buy records from the victor company. A. p. carrer's ability to
rework songs gave the carrers a vasr rep!rroire of fresh marerial to sing, but
this modified material also appealed to Peer because it created opportunities
for copyrighting and publishing. An examination of the carter Family s Bris-
tol sessions recordings, which managed to be simultaneously old-fashioned
and innovative, reveals how the Carters served as a bridge berween folk music
and a newly developing commercial "hillbilly music" business. These record-
ings demonstrare the group's ability to retain the best of rhe old tradition,
while reshaping it into such a fresh and appealing form that the carter Fam-
ily's material sdll proves relevanr and even irresistible to present-day arrisrs.

An investigation into the background of each of the members will help
illuminate the origins of the carter Family's music, due ro the fact rhar their
social and cultural background heavily influenced both their repertoire and.
their images as performers. As Michael orgill observes in his 1975 biogra-
phy of the Carters, Anchored in Loae: The Carter Familt Story,,,The Carter
Family participared i. [th. rwentieth] century's initial expansion of the enter-
tainment media, but ... their arr was the product of an essentially self-con-
tained and self-nurturing tradition. For them, the cradle of this tradition
was rheir clinch Mountain home."1 All three of rhe carters grew up in scott
county, virginia, where the Appalachian musical tradition thrived. unde-
niably the infrastructure of the carter Family's music, the folk and gospel
traditions of the mounrains infuenced each of the three musicians and
infused their repertoire of songs, which according ro Janette carter, daugh-
ter of A. P. and Sara, eventually numbered around 300.2

The oldest of the three original carter Family members, Alvin pleas-

anr carter, was born in 1891 inro a musical family. His farher Bob carter
was a 6ddler, and Mollie Bays Carter, A. P.'s morher, loved ro sing borh rra-
ditional and religious songs. Mollie was an especially srrong infue-.ce on her
son. In their 2002 biography of the carter Family, \vill you Miss Me tilhen

Irn Gone: The carter Family and rheir Legacy in American Music, Mark
Zwonitzer and charles Hirschberg write that 'while she went about her daily
chores, Mollie would sing the hy-nr she loved best" and thar "she also sang
traditional ballads, known fro her] as 'English' songs because the form - if
not the songs themselves - had crossed the Atlantic with the English and
Scotch-Irish who settled the southern mounrains."3 These traditional and
religious songs, learned by A. P early in his life and reworked larer to suit
the trio's voices and insrruments, formed the basis of the carter Family's
repertoire of hits.

Both A. P and his brother James could play the fiddle, though A. p.

was the be trer musici en. zwonitzer and Hirschbe rg note that A. p had a "sup-
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chord it out on the fiddle by the end of the day."a But A. P. seldom chose to

play in public, perhaps because "from the day he was born to the day he

died, [A. P] was possessed of a slight tremor, most noticeable in his hands,"

which meant that he could "barely keep his bow steady."5 Interestingly, at

the same time that his tremor detracted from his playing, it added some-

thing to his singing. It "gave him what the locals called a'tear"' in his voice,

and it "embroidered his singing with an almost otherworldly tenderness."6

This "tear" is definitely audible in the Carters' Bristol sessions recordings of

August lsr, 1927, especially on the songs on which A. P. sings harmony to

Sara Carter's lead.

Fiddle tunes and the ballad tradition were not the only early influences

on A. P. Carter. Mollie and her large brood were steadfast members of Mount

Vernon Methodist Church. The church offered its members the opportu-

nity to pray together, attend services each Sunday, and worship together

through music. As musical director of the church, A. P.'s Uncle Flanders was

in charge of putting together the church quartet. A. P. sang bass for the

group. Flanders also taught shape note singing across the region, using mate-

rial developed by James D. Vaughan, "a publisher whose close-harmonizing

gospel quartets were the new musical sensation of southern choirs."7 The

gospel music that A. P. learned as part of the church choir and in shape note

singing schools would later play a vital role in shaping the sound and reper-

toire of the Carter Family's music.

Marriage transformed A. P. Carter's music. He was traveling across the

county selling fruit trees for a living when he stopped at the home of Melinda

and Milburn Nickels on Copper Creek. The Nickels were raising their niece,

Sara Dougherty, whose mother had died when Sara was a tiny child. Charles

Volfe, who has written extensively on the lives and music of the Carters,

notes that Copper Creek offered no dearth of musical opportunities for the

young girl; it was there that Sara developed an ability to play the banjo, the

guitar, and the autoharp. As Volfe explains, "She had learned to play [the

autoharpJ from a relative ... and ordered her first model from the pages of

Sears Roebuck."8

The autoharp and Sara's lead singing would prove significant in the

Bristol recordings that launched the Carters' musical career, but in 1914,

Sarah was a teenager with a beautiful but untrained voice. That voice, which

later garnered so much critical praise, caused A. P. Carter to fall in love with

Sara Dougherty before he even saw her. Zwonitzer and Hirschberg offer

Sara's own account of her first meeting with her future husband:

I remember I was singing "Engine 143," an old song I learned as a little

girl, and this fellow knocked on the door.... I remember that he stood
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there while I sang ... and then he said something like, "Ma am, that was
mighty pretty playing and singing, and I sure would like you to play that

again for me," and so I did.e

A. P. was spellbound, and for about a year he courted her relentlessly. She

was reluctant to marry, but he persisted, and on June 18, 1915, Sara Dougherty

became Sara Carter. "For the next ten years," \7olfe reports, 'A. P. and Sara

honed their skills at singing together."10

Although they became famous only after teaming up with Sara's cousin

Maybelle (who was also A. P's sister-in-law through Maybelle's marriage to

his brother, Ezra Carter), A. P and Sara made a stab at recording commer-

cially before they enjoyed success at the Bristol sessions. According to Wolfe,

the couple sang for the Brunswick Record Company as a duo in 1926. They

performed 'Anchored in Love," accompanied by Sara on the autoharp. The

representative from Brunswick, James O'Keefe, decided that the recording

equipment did not pick up the sound of the autoharp well enough. After hav-

ing them sing with a pianist instead, O'Keefe-who knew that A. P could

play the fiddle - decided against recording a vocal duet. He wanted instead
"a good southern fiddler, somebody who could compete with Doc Roberts

on the Gennett label."ttAlthough A. P had his first record deal at hand, he

decided against trying to fiddle his way to fame. 
'Sfolfe 

notes that he may

have decided against it because so many of his friends and family still con-

sidered the fiddle "the Devil's box," and A. P was disinclined to make waves.r2

(Certainly, this fits with the Carters' personalities; even after achieving suc-

cess, they kept their shows and their image clean, advertising their concerts

with posters that made a clear announcement to fans: "This show is morally

good.") Zwonitzer and Hirschberg offer two additional possibilities for A. P's

hesitation to sign a record deal with Brunswick. They suggest that he may

have been concerned about the tremble in his hands, which rendered him

insecure about his fiddling. They also recount O'Keefe's comment that

"women just didn't take the lead in combos, except maybe in race records,"l3

suggesting that the Brunswick representative was not progressive enough to

sign a duo that featured a female lead singer. But A. P seemed to think that

his wife's voice was as important to their success as his own, so the couple

went home to Maces Spring. The Brunswick experience disappointed them -

especially A. P - but the Carters kept playing music, and in the time beween

their first attempt at recording and their Bristol meeting with Ralph Peer, the

couple added a key element in their eventual success: Maybelle Carter.

Maybelle Addington Carter was Sara's first cousin; their mothers wer!

sisters. Maybelle was younger than Sara by more than a decade, but she had

been born on Copper Creek while Sara still lived there, and the rwo girls
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knew each other. Maybelle was gregarious, sweer-narured and prerty, with

startling blue eyes and a talent for music. Like Sara, Maybelle had oppor-

tunities in Copper Creek to learn to play instruments, and as a child she

could play both banjo and autoharp. By the time she was 13, Maybelle was

also playing the guitar. As Charles \7olfe tells it, she "had a litde mail-order

Stella and was trying to figure out how to play a little melody on it as she

kept time"ra

By Maybelle's own account, no one could have prevented her from

learning how to play. "I have loved music all my life," she stated, "I guess I

was just born that way."t5 She once outl ined her early experiences:

My sister used to play the ban.io some; my mother would play banjo, and

I would pull the autoharp down off the table to the floor and try to play

it.... I played the banjo too when I was a kid, and me and my brothers

used to play for squaredances ... and then when I was about twelve or

thirteen one of my older brothers gave me a guitar and I started trying

different ways to pick it, and came up with my own style, because there

weren't many guitar pickers around.16

Like A. P. and Sara, Maybelle encountered ballads and religious music

early in life. Her mother, Margaret Addington, taught her the traditional

Appalachian ballads rhat had been passed down from generation to genera-

tion,.and she also e ncouraged Maybelle to learn the gospel songs sung by

the 
'Women's 

Chorus at the Fair Oak Methodist Church.rT Most certainly,

Maybelle was influenced by Appalachian community gatherings, during

which Copper Creek folks came together for fun, exchanging songs and

playing fiddle music well into rhe night.

Old-time long-bow fiddler and,2002 National Heritage Award Fellow

Ralph Blizard, a native of Kingsport, Tennessee, knew the Carters, and he

often performed at the Carter Family Fold, a music venue at the site of

A. P Carter's store, near Hiltons, Virginia. Blizard confirmed that Maybelle's

guitar style "just developed individually with her" and added that "she was

an excellent guitar player" with a "soulful feeling."rs He acknowledged her

musical ancestry, saying that "her brother, Doc Addington, was a guitar

player, but he played a different style from what Maybelle played. Completely

different."re Maybelle learned the basics of instrument playing from her

friends and family, but her innate talent gave her the ability to innovate -

first on the guitar and later on the autoharp; her innovation on her chosen

instruments was key to the success of the Carter Family.

At 16 years of age, Maybelle eloped with A. P.'s younger brother, Ezra

Carter. The couple spent the first months of their married life in Mollie and

Bob Carter's home.2o Maybelle's new proximity ro A. P. and Sara allowed
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ample opportunity for the three musicians to practice. Soon, the three were

working diligendy on their songs and musical arrangements.

Asked how her parents and Maybelle worked together during rehearsals,

Janeme Carter, daughter of Sara and A. P., remembers that "theyd sit and

talk about it. Mommy and Maybelle would figure out the music leads - any-

way, Maybelle would figure it out on the guitar."2rAccording to Janette, her

parents and aunt knew that the songs had to "follow a pattern."22 Generally,

songs were laid out in a "verse-chorus-instrumental-verse-chorus-instru-

mental-verse" order.23 Ballads were reworked into shorter pieces containing

fewer specific details; only the most essential themes were left intact. This

was usually A. P.'s part of the process, and then the women took their turn:

to make the song complete, "theyd work music leads in."2a

The Carters cooperated on their music from the very beginning of their

career together. Ralph Blizard credited the Carters' ability to make good

music to their adherence to Appalachian tradition. He noted that the best

oid-time music groups have always recognized each member's strengths.

"'Within any group, you have individuals that come through as lead singers,

and the others play and sing their parts. That's just a natural thing. W'hen

a group gets together, they work out their songs or tunes and ... they work

out their parts, and they are professional enough to know who's coming over

the best with [each] particular thing."z: According to Blizard, the Carters

w!re aware of each member's special talents, and they worked hard to use

them to best advantage in each number they arranged.

Sara and A. P.'s granddaughter, Rita Forrester, agrees that the original

Carter Family members had a knack for knowing how to take advantage of

individual talents. Asked about what she sees as the individual strengths of

each member, Forrester comments first on what initially caught A. P's atten-

tion - and during the Brisrol sessions, Ralph Peer's:

\7ell, of course, my grandmother's voice. I think that's what Mr. Peer

would say convinced him to record them. She had that wonderful, clear,

just hauntingly beautiful voice. My granddad's [strengths were] the com-

position, the organization of the material they sang, and that wonderful

bass voice. You know, he rarely got in front of the mike or did.anything

but what he called "bass in," but if you listen to the songs that he did

solo, his voice is every bit as beautiful as my grandmother's. He just let

the ladies take the forefront, and he didnt mind that.... And then May-

belle, of course- her wonderfirl instrumentals. And her alto voice. And

the harmony, the beautiful harmony.26

Forrester also notes that A. P Carter was the driving force behind the band.27

"The ladies just wanted to go home and take care of their babies," she
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explains, "They didn't want to [travel and singJ . \Women didn't do that
then"'28 Forrester remains convinced that it was her grandfather's belief in
the talent of rhe women and his abiliry to talk them into performing that
6rst gave the carter Family a break in Bristol, and rhat kept them going after-
wards.

Mary A. Bufwack and Robert Oermann, in their book Finding Her
Voice: The Saga of rYomen in Country Music, suggest that A. P "domineered"

the women, choosing performance venues that brought in less money than
the "wider show-business world of country radio barn dances or vaudeville
bil ls."2e The scholars claim thar, "in rerospect, rhe wvo women could have
probably done as well without him were it nor for constrainrs against unchap-
eroned country women at that rime."30 "Domineerin g" may be too srrong a
word to characterize A. P.'s power over his rwo female musical partners. A
number of sources credit the women with having plenty of input into the

group's activities. Additionally, there were times when one of them simply
chose not to appear for a performance, necessitating that A. P. ask his sister
Sylvia or another family member to fill in. As for Bufwack and Oermann's
supposition that the carter women could have been performers without
A. P, if not for him, Sara and Maybelle would not have been recording in
the first place. As reluctant as they sometimes were ro travel, the Carter
women enjoyed singing- not ro mention the fact that they usually needed

the money that it brought in, especially in the early days of their singing

career. As Janette Carter explains, "They were just trying to make a living,

and [singing] was a lor easier rhan trying to farm. And they never did make
but a very, very little amounr of money. But they made more than they was
a-making with [farming]."31

The Carter women had a voice in choosing the types of shows the
Carter Family would perform. Sara and Maybelle, who were church-going,
family-oriented women, surely balked at performing in rhe kinds of venues
that Jimmie Rodgers favored. And A. P, also deeply religious and conce rned
with keeping the group's shows "morally good," probably had no desire to
go thar route himself. Musing on rhe Carter Familyt performance schedule

and her grandfather's "management" of the group, Forrester insists that fam-

ily t ime "mattered most [to Maybelle and Sara] .... They had their meals,
their fellowship with their families - that was the important thing, and when
that suffered, they let the other go."32 Forrester admits that "they probably

could have done more if they had gone our on the road like Jimmie Rodgers,
just really hit the road, but they didn't want ro do that. And my granddaddy

wouldni have wanted that, either. Family was always the most important

thing to him."33

Forrester's opinions are supported by decisions that the Carter Family
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made later in their career. \7hen the trio's success earned them a nationally
broadcasted spot on XERA radio in Mexico during the late 1930s, they
accepted the deal only because it allowed them rime to attend to their fam-
ilies and farms. They traveled to Texas to do the show for six months, and
then went baik home to Maces spring for the other six monrhs to lead a rel-
arively normal family life and manage their farms. \7hen they did go ro
Texas, they often took their children with them. Their show, therefore, some-
times included other members of the family, adding to the show's appeal and
keeping it within the Carters' "morally good" comfort zone.

Anyone listening to their recordings can hear that the Carters genuinely
enjoyed singing together during rhose early years. In rhe summer of 1927,
though, only A. P. had a real yearning to try recording again. Distinguished
by three fine voices (Sara's impressive contralto, A. P.'s trembling bass, and
Maybelle's alto) as well as Maybelle's guitar leads, the Carrer Family packed

their borrowed car with instruments and children and headed for Bristol to
meet Ralph Peer. A. P. had seen an advertisemenr in rhe Brisrol paper srar-
ing that: "The Victor Co. will have a recording machine in Brisrol for l0
days beginning Monday to record records - Inquire ar our Srore ."3a Inquire
A. P did, and he learned from Cecil Mclister, a local furniture srore owner,
that Peer had "asked fMcl-ister] ro pur the word out and line up some music
acts Peer could audition in Bristol."35 A. P., trying to talk his wife into mak-
ing the trip to the nearby city, told Sara that they would earn 6fty dollars
for each side they recorded-no small sum in those days. The immenently

practical Sara was unconvinced. 'Ain't nobody gonna pay rhat much money
to hear us sing," she told him.36 But A. P was resolute, and even convinced
Maybelle, who was about a monrh from delivering her 6rst child, to travel
with them to participate in the Victor sessions.

The Carters arrived in Bristol on the last day of July 1927, tired after
their grueling trip. The roads had been hor and bumpy, and A. P had had
to fix several fat tires along the way. They were staying wirh Virgie and Roy
Hobbs-A. P. 's s ister and her husband-who l ived in Br istol .  Though
'A. P had hoped ro rehearse that night... the rwo women simplysaid no;

theywere offto bed."37 In the morning, the three of them made rheirway
to where Peer had ser up his portable recording studio and began singing
the songs that would make rhem famous. During their first Victor session,
the Carter Family recorded six songs: "Bury Me Under the \Teeping \)7il-
low," "Little Log Cabin By the Sea," "The Poor Orphan Child," "The Storms
Are on the Ocean," "Single Girl, Married Girl," and "The \Tandering Boy."

Interestingly, the very aspect of the Carters' singing that the Brunswick

representative had earlier noticed and rhen rejected was the 6rst aspect of
the Carter Family's sound to pique Ralph Peer's interest. The same voice that
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had enchanted A. P back on Copper Creek immediately caught the talent

scout's ear. Peer later claimed that "as soon as I heard Sara's voice, that was

it. I knew it was going to be wonderful."38 It didnt altogether bother Peer

rhat Sara and Maybelle were the featured singers in the group - in fact, it

made them different. Bufwack and Oermann note that "Sara and Maybelle's

musical sisters were few. Only about five percent of country's earliest record-

ings feature female performers,"3e and that their unusually feminine sound

led them to become "the foundation female act of country music history."a0

Peer intuited that the Carters' predominantly female vocals were not neces-

sarily a bad thing - especially considering the themes of the songs they chose

to sing. The songs tended to deal with the domestic sphere, stressing themes

of home and hearth. There might be women fronting the group in these

recordings, yet they were singing about subjects that offered no challenge to

the cultural expectations or social order of their era - and they sounded

grear.

Jack Tottle - a bluegrass musician who directs the Bluegrass, Old-Time ,

and Country Music program at East Tennessee State University in Johnson
City, Tennessee - suggests that the Carters' choices of subject matter were

based not just on what would please their audience, but also on their own

personal experiences and convictions. Tottle notes that many of the musi-

cians who became commercially successful during the same era as the Carters

sang songs about "mother" and "home." He attributes this to the fact that

often "it was [the musician's] mother who was the one in the family who

sang or played the banjo. There are a lot of songs [from that era] about

mother, and there are few about 'daddy."'4r Sara had not known her mother

for long, but Tottle's comments fit for both A. P and Maybelle, who learned

a great deal from their mothers.

However, the Carters' songs, while they were nostalgic and sentimen-

tal, were also innovative and a little .dgy - and not just because the women's

voices were featured over A. P's. Maybelle's guitar style certainly offered

something new to l isteners. Most accompanists in old-time music simply

backed the singers by playing chords to support the vocals. Ifanyone in an

old-time string band took an instrumental break, it was the fiddler. But

Maybelle defied tradition and picked out the melody in her guitar breaks

becween the vocals, inventing what would later come to be called the "Carter

scratch" or the "Carter lick." It's been noted that "by the end of the nven-

ties, Maybelle's Carte r scratch ... was rhe most widely imitated guitar style

in music. Nobody did as much to popularize the guitar, because from the

beginning, her playing was as distinctive as any voice."42

A number of musicians have acknowledged Maybelle's influence on

them, including Chet Atkins, Elvis Presley, Bob Dylan, Marty Stuart,
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Emmylou Harris, and, of course , Johnny Cash, who married June Carter

and became Maybelle's son-in-law. Rita Forrester admits that "there are so

many [musicians who credit Maybelle's influence] that it's hard to remem-

ber who all they are. I'm sure that anybody who has ever played a guirar has

used something bf Aunt Maybelle's - they've had to. There's no quesrion in

my mind."a3 Forrester also suggests that Maybelle's infuence has so infused

popular music that people may not even realize its origin: "Maybe [a guirar

player] is influenced by one person, and [Maybelle] infuenced that person

and laid the groundwork - it would be hard for [anyone] not to be touched

by the way she played."aa

Jack Tottle agrees. He cites several reasons why Maybelle's guirar licks

revolutionized guitar playing: "[Her playing] gives you the melody of rhe

song. It's very satisfying, and it is incredibly even, polished, and smooth in

a way that was not all that common at thar time."45 He adds that "people

who were listening to mountain-type singing weren't used ro hearing a gui-

tar pick out a melody. \fhen Maybelle [played lead], a person who played

the guitar a little bit thought, 'I'll bet I can do that.' So she was connecting

with her audience on more than one level, and encouraging participation."a6

Of course, on first hearing the Carter Family's 1927 Bristol sessions

recordings, a twenty-first-century listener might consider them primidve

and rough - especially if that listener is accustomed to the slick, elaborately

produced country music coming out of Nashville today. To such a listener,

the Bristol sessions recordings - made when the recording industry was new

and equipment was less sophisticated - might initially sound a bit tinny and

coarse. But on subsequent listenings, the Carter Family's earliest recorded

music transcends the limitations of early-twentieth-century technology. The

elemental and earthy quality of the Carters' music - drawing on deep, sturdy

roots in the Appalachian ballad and gospel traditions - ultimately commands

the attention of modern listeners because, as Ralph Blizard put it, their music

is so "sincere" and "soul-felt."a7

That sincerity and soulfulness caught Peer's ear during the Carter Fam-

ily's morning audition on August l, 1927, and prompted him to invire them

back for an actual recording session. On that first afternoon, the Carters

recorded four songs. The first number they sang was "Bury Me Under the

W'eeping Villow." Both Sara and Maybelle had sung this song as children.a8

Descending from the sentimental Victorian-era tradition of "corpse poems,"

in which the speaker, generally female, is either dead or dying because her

heart has been broken by a deserting male lover, "Bury Me Under the $(/'eep-

ing Villow" chronicles an idealized case of unrequited love. In such songs,

sleep is often used as a euphemism for death, and in this particular song, a

willow is clearly a symbol of mourning.
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In the Carrers' version of "Bury Me Under the Weeping 'Willow," the
speaker hopes to hold power over the absent lover in death that she had been

unable to wield in life. The themes in this genre of ninereenth-cenrury pop-
ular song - women dying of broken hearts, men proving false, ruined wed-
dings - connect closely with the older and more violent Appalachian ballads
that were so familiar to the carters. Here, the female speaker wonders if her
false male lover, who has deserted her just before their wedding day, will at
least be sorry to learn that she has died. Her attitude is submissive rather

than vengeful or angry. Her request to be buried under rhe wiilow so that
her lover will know where she lies is rendered more poignant by the acknowl-

edgement that he may not care at all about her death; the last line of the

chorus says,"perltaps he will weep for me," suggesting that even as she hopes

to garner his attention by dying, she recognizes rhe exrenr of his desertion

and also understands that he may never mourn for her as she does for him.
In the wrong hands, the song could be cloyingly sentimental, but the

Carters'arrangemenr sayes it. The driving rhythm of the autoharp offers a
counterpoint to the subjecr matrer, and Maybelle plays her part so energer-

ically that, as Charles 'Wolfe notes, "some of her strings [slapl against the
guitar."ae The three-part harmony of the Carters does not whisper; ir lends

a powerful exigency ro the woman's request for her false lover's attention.

Perhaps the Carters were singing "Bury Me Under the Weeping \fillow" so
vigorously because of the recording equipmenr. A. P and Sara might have
remembered their previous recording experience, in which the autoharp did
not make enough sound for the machine to record it appropriately. 

'What-

ever the reason, their version of this song has an undeniable and powerful

ulgency.

In "Little Log Cabin by the Sea," the second song rhey recorded dur-

ing the Bristol sessions, the Carters offered Peer their first gospel song. Many

of the religious numbers that A. P. arranged for the group came from his

experience with church-sponsored singing schools and shape note song-

books. \folfe points out thar "Little Log Cabin by the Sea" originates from

such a source. The original version of the song, named "The Bible In The

Cabin by the Sea," was written in the nineteenrh cenrury by W C. Hafley,

and was published by A. J. Showalter in 1903.50 Since the Carters' version

departs somewhat from the originally published lyrics, A. P. probably

rearranged and rewrote the original to suit the Carters' purposes.

The content of "Little Log Cabin by the Sea" reflects the Caner Fam-

ily's usual themes and concerns - it is a celebration of mother, home, and

the christian faith. Again, in their rendering of the song, the Carters restrain

the sentimentality of the material by maintaining a driving instrumental
rhythm under their vocals. They keep tight time, and play wirh gusto - the
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listener can almost see Sara's arm fying over the strings of the autoharp and

Maybelle's look of concentration as she bends over her guitar. Maybelle's

voice is absent in this number, but her guitar is an undeniable presence when

she takes her rwo instrumental breaks. Sara sings a strong, sure lead. A. P's

repetit ion or "echo"5i ofthe phrase "by the sei' in the chorus offers just the

right amount of artistic interest to the song without making the arrange-

ment too busy. On this recording, the Carters sound vigorous and com-

mitted.

"The Poor Orphan Child," the third number recorded by the Carters

on that first day, combines the sentimentalism of "Bury Me Under the \ifeep-

ing 
'lfillow" 

and rhe religious feeling of "Little Log Cabin by the Sea." The

song "lappeared] in at least five gospel songbooks between 1899 and 1907,"

and was probably written by H. V. Ell iot in 1899.52In his book Donl Get

Aboue Your Raisin': Country Music and the Southern W'orhing Class, Bill C.

Malone wrote that the song was "originally t it led 'Saviour, Lead Them,"'

and was written as a tribute to the "Orphans Homes of Texas" as a "com-

passionate and sentimentalized plea for orphan children, and only inciden-

tally an endorsement of the benevolent and fatherly role of God."53 Malone

theorizes that in choosing such material, "the Carters ... had no evangelis-

tic intent, but instead were falling back on the cherished souvenirs of a past

shared with their listeners."54 Although the Carters probably had no direct

evangelistic purpose, the depth of their religious convictions suggests that

they chose the song partly because it was religious, and in its indirect way,

it reflected a Christian ethos that was impbrtant to them. However, the

Carters probably chose the song primarily because they liked it, they knew

it well, and they thought that it would sound good on a recording.

The arrangement of "The Poor Orphan Child" is similar in many ways

to that of "Little Log Cabin by the Sea." Once again, the Carters sing a duet

in which Saras strong lead vocal is supported by a driving rhythm under-

neath. On this recording, Sara plays autoharp, while Maybelle plays guitar

without taking a break - perhaps the Carters felt that none of the ve rses of

this song could be omitted and still have the story make sense. A. P again

sings church music-style harmony with an echo on the chorus, this time

offering a slight variation on the lines rather than a straight repetition ofthe

words as in "Little Log Cabin by the Sea." The theme of this song - the sep-

aration of children and parents-not only resembles the Carters'previous

number, but also anticipates the same theme in the sixth song that the trio

recorded during the Bristol sessions, "The \Tandering Boy."

The last song recorded by the Carters on August 1, 1927, was "The

Storms Are on the Ocean." Like "Bury Me Under the \Teeping Willow," this

song depicts the parting of lovers, but this time it seems to be necessity,
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rather than lost love, rhat parts them. The young man is going to sea, prob-

ably to make money so that he can come back and marry his true love.

Although it is rearranged into more modern form with verses and a chorus,

the song exhibits several traits inherited from the ballad tradition. First, as

in a number of traditional ballads from rhe British Isles, two speakers within

the song are engaged in a dialogue. AIso, the song contains what ballad schol-

ars call "commonplace" or "floating" verses - that is, verses incorporated into

numerous ballads; for instance, the verse beginning with "'il7ho will dress

your pretty little feet" appears with slight variations in several different tra-

ditional ballads, as does the verse about the "mourning doves fying from

pine to pine." According to 
'Wolfe, 

the song is descended from a Scottish

ballad with a "great long srory" called 'The Lass of Loch Royal,' but when

it got to the mountains, only the lyric parts survived."55

For "The Storms Are on the Ocean," the Carters slowed the tempo to

a lildng waltz time. All three Carrers sing on this song, with Sara providing

the lead. Maybelle and A. P harmonize, and Maybelle plays rwo insrru-

mental breaks on her guitar. In some places, Sara and A. P sing different

words: at one point during the female speaker's verse, she sings "you," while

A. P. sings "I," the logical word for the male speaker. In another line, Sara

sings "you cankiss my rosy red cheeks," and A. P. sings "yov ma! kiss." Far

from marring the performance, rhese slight incongruiries simply make the

recording seem more like a live performance. The Carter Family's version of

the song swings back and forth in an easy rhythm, but at a faster pace than

more recent interpretations, which tend to be slower and sweerer and to play

on the pain of separation between lovers. The Caners'earnesr approach to

the song instead seems to emphasize the seriousness with which the lovers

make their promise to remain true.

The two Carrer women returned ro rhe Bristol studio for another

recording session the next day, August 2, 1927, but A. P was nor with them.

Much to Sara's chagrin, Peer wanted her to record a song called "single Girl,

Married Girl." Perhaps Sara's reluctance to sing the song, as a number of

biographers have speculated, stemmed from the fact that ir too closely resem-

bled her real life. Such writers point out that since her wedding, Sara had

certainly taken on more than her share of domestic responsibiliry. She knew

what it was like to care for a home and babies when money was scarce.

Because her husband was regularly gone while working or collecting songs,

Sara often took on the task of running the farm as well as rheir home. But

there may be another element ro rhe song. Based on descriptions of Sara

offered by family and friends, it is also likely that the rather stoic Sara was

simply unwill ing to sing something that sounded like a complaint. In any

case, Peer prevailed, and Sara recorded the song.
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According to 
'Wolfe, 

a friend had taught Sara "Single Girl, Married

Girl" in 1905.56 Variants of the song existed all over Appalachia in 1927.

Even today, versions of the song are in circulation; for example, Sheila Kay

Adams, a seventh-generation ballad singer from Sodom, North Carolina,

sings a version calldd "Single Girl."t7

In the Bristol sessions recording of "Single Girl, Married Girl," Sara

sings lead and plays autoharp, as usual. But there is something different

about this cut. Part of it is the complete lack of sentimentality in the lyrics,

marking a departure from the Carters' other Bristol sessions selections. There

is no pain ofseparation here, though the song's protagonist reflects upon her
"single" days. But much of the difference in this recording results from the

way that Maybelle plays her guitar: she picks out the melody rather then

simply chording under Sara's singing, and Maybelle matches Sara's voice

almost note for note. An additional point of interest in "Single Girl, Mar-

ried Girl" is that it is structured more like the old Appalachian ballads than

the previous four cuts, in that the song does not have a chorus. The women

play the same melody with every verse - even the guitar breaks stick to the

same tune. The interest in this song derives not from the harmony singing,

as in the first four selections, but from Maybelle's playing the melody line

on guitar under the singing and from the unusual positioning ofthe guitar

breaks. "Single Girl, Married Girl" actually begins and ends with instru-

mentals rather than with vocals, and there is also an instrumental break in

the middle. This particular recording underscores the Carter Family's inno-

vation, versatility, and the breadth oftheii repertoire.

The Carter women ended their Bristol sessions recordings with "The

Vandering Boy." As \folfe put it, "this song [seemsl to have roots in the

gospel songbook tradition, though its exact provenance is cloudy."58 The

song, with its emphasis on a heavenly reunion, connects with the gospel tra-

dition of "Limle Log Cabin by the Sea" and "The Poor Orphan Child." But

because it bears the point of view of a woman who misses a loved one, "The
'Wandering 

Boy" resembles the sentimentality of "Bury Me Under the lVeep-

ing \fillow" and "The Storms Are on the Ocean."

The phrasing and rhythm of "The Wandering Boy" seem a bit odd at

first to the modern listener, because the song's autoharp and guitar accom-

paniment is quite urgent - such sentimental lyrics would be treated today

with a sweeter, slower instrumental arrangement. But again, the Carters

place their song's emphasis on the earnestness of the protagonist's emotional

perspective and thus prevent the song from becoming maudlin. The puls-

ing rhythm seems to underscore the emotions of the mother whose son is

far from her, and Sara's voice carries the poignancy of the words without the

assistance of a self-conscious arrangement. She imbues the 6rst nvo lines of

79
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the chorus with particularly intense longing. When Sara sings, "Bring back

my boy, my wanderingboy I Far, far away wherever he may be," her voice

becomes stronger and louder, taking on a keening edge as if she is actually

calling out to an absent son. Maybelle takes no breaks on this recording; she

simply keeps time with Sara's autoharp and vocals. The listener can imag-

ine Maybelle concentrating on Sara's face, watching for the subtle changes

that signal a change in chords.

The Carter women finished recording before lunchtime on August 2.

The family then piled into the car with their instruments and went back home

to spend a few quiet months waiting to see what would come of their Bris-

tol recording sessions, if anything. About four months after they sang for

Ralph Peer, the lives of the Carters began to change.

During the late 1920s, commercial records were released with one song

on each side. The first release of music by the Carter Family featured "The

Poor Orphan Child" on one side, with "The \Tandering Boy" on the other.

The record sold rather well, and the Carters earned some royalties. But to

Sara's amazement, a subsequent release, "Single Girl, Married Girl," even-

tually became the biggest seller of all the sides they recorded that day, as a

growing number of l isteners related to the song that Sara had been so hes-

itant to record. In fact, it was the success of this release, with "The Storms

Are on the Ocean" on the other side of the record, that promptedVictor to

invite the Carters to a later recording session - this time in Camden, New

Jersey.5e
The Carter Family's Bristol recordings proved what Peer had already

guessed about the Carters as soon as he heard them audition - that their

sound was good enough to prompt record sales. Ralph Blizard comments

that "Peer had the talent to recognize ... what people wanted to hear, what

they liked. . . . He had a pretty good idea of what would go ove r. All that sin-

cere, soul-felt music he was hearing [from the Carter Family] was coming

across."60 But Peer saw something else of value in the Carters'songs. He could

publish them and profit from the royalties. Recording technology was very

new in 1927, and so \^/ere the laws that pertained to intellectual property.

Peer paid the Carters for each recording that he could sell as a commercial

record, but he also offered royalties to A. P for songs he could write, col-

lect, or rework for copyright - and as the publisher of A. P's songs, Peer was

entitled to part ofthe royalties for each one.

A. P. Carter has sometimes garnered criticism for his copyright appli-

cations on songs that were in the public domain - or, more controversial

even, on songs that were de rived from earlier material with clear Provenance.

fu previously suggested, the songs that the Carters sang during the Bristol

sessions were often reworkings of oldcr songs, whether traditional or com-
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Carter Family Songbook: The Carter Family, featuring husband and wife A. P.
and Sara Carter and Sara's younger cousin Maybelle Carter (who was married
to A. P.'s brother Ezra), became major country music stars in the months after

making their first records at the 1927 Bristol sessions. One of the trio's great
strengths was A. P. Carter's ability to craft memorable new songs that sounded

like they had always been around. Songbooks containing the words and tunes

of A. P.'s songs soon became widely popular. Collection of Charles K. Wolfe.
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mercial. Critics sometimes have taken A. P. to task for copyrighting songs

that someone else originated. Much of the controversy over A. P.'s copyright

practice is unwarranted in light of his cultural background and the newness

of copyright law in the late 1920s. Unlike ballad collectors like Cecil Sharp

and other academics, A. P. Carter came from within the Appalachian folk

tradition, in which people had been swapping tunes and songs for g!n!ra-

tions. \il7hen scholarly collectors began to travel through Appalachia around

the turn ofthe century, they carefully collected the region's ballads and songs

and wrote them down note for note because they wanted to preserve them

in their "pure" forms.6r In contrasr, Appalachian musicians historically traded

tunes and songs with the expectation thar each player or singer would put

his or her "mark" on a piece. Ralph Blizard commenred rhat it was srill com-

mon practice for him, as an old-time musician, to learn a tune from some-

one else, "[but] play it the way that 1do it."62 This practice includes making

changes * sometimes substantial ones - to both melodies and lyrics. Blizard

called this "putting your own complexion on a song."63 In his song collect-

ing and his songwriting, A. P. followed these traditional methods of chang-

ing the tune or lyrics to suit his group's needs.

Although he defended A. P. Carter's song collecting methods, Blizard

acknowledged the reasons for today's much tighter copyright laws, admir-

ting that "copyright law ... was necessary, ofcourse, in order ro protect peo-

ple's rights"; but Blizard also maintained that in the earliest days of the

recording industry, "a lot ofpeople got copyright on songs rhey did not really

write themselves. Back when I was coming up, songwriters were selling their

songs very cheap - theyd sell them, and whoever they sold them ro 'wrore'

them. "6a

futa Forrester thinks that people "misundersrand" her grandfather's

methods and intent.6t "There were no rules," she says, "Mr. Peer and the

Carter Family were in new territory" when it came to copyrighr law.66 She

offers insight into the Appalachian tradition, saying that "a lot of times, peo-

ple would give them things that they knew simply so thar they would be

preserved. It [might have been] a verse or a poem - just something that they

had learned. It was common practice for people ro give [them] material."67

She acknowledges that ballads were source material for her grandfather's

songs, but so were other songs "that lthe Carters] had heard all their lives

... [though] maybe they changed them around, rearranged then and worked

them to where they felt comfortable with rhem."68 She points out rhar sev-

eral of the songs on which A. P. claimed copyright were in fact fully his own.

About "The Cyclone of Rye Cove ," she says, "I know that ... my granddad

wrote it after he had actually been to Rye Cove and seen what happened. ...

That was just straight out because he had lived that, and it moved him so."6e

5. The Carter Family (Doman)

She also recounts a story about the song "Sweet Fern": "I've heard Mom talk

about him walking in the woods and [seeing] a bird up on a limb, and that

brought'Sweet Fern' about.... [H.] was very outdoorsy. He loved the out-

doors and nature and animals ... so a lot of his songs came from that."7o

Forrester agrees that the Carter Family served as a bridge berween the

folk process and the new commercial music, "It was a new experience for all

of them," she says, "The recording industry was in its infancy.. .. Just a few

years of recording had taken place when they started, so it was brand new

to all of them."7l

Those who focus on the controversy over A. P Carter's copyright prac-

tices tend to base their judgment of the situation too heavily on today's

norms, and they tend to miss the real point of his genius, which was his abil-

ity to identify interesting material and to craft memorable arrangements. He

was extremely skilled in both these areas, despite the many limitations he

faced in compiling a repertoire for the Carter Family-that is, he had to

choose material that was "morally good"; it had to have the old-fashioned

qualities that fans loved, but with a new twist; and it had to be three min-

utes or less in length in order to fit on the wax master discs used for record-

ing. The last of these limitations is one that no longer exists for recording

musicians. They can record much longer songs, and they can certainly include

more than two sides on one release. But in working up songs for the Carter

Family to record, A. P Carter had to keep in mind that the equipment sim-

ply could not accommodate anything over three minutes long. Tiaditional

ballads had to be changed in format. As Rita Forrester conveys, "It was com-

mon for songs to have thirteen, fourteen verses - even fifteen. 'Course, they

couldn't use all that, so they had to shorten things"72

The Bristol sessions recording of "The Storms Are on the Ocean" serves

as a good example of how masterfully A. P. Caner could rework a song to

suit his audience's tastes and stay within a three-minute format. The oldest

elements of the song - the verses that derive from the ballad tradition - set

up the theme of parting, and outline the journey of the young man over the

sea. But A. P.'s rendering departs from the ballad tradition, which often

mentions characters' names and the names of locations referred to in a given

ballad. A. P. Carter would borrow parts of a ballad but would leave out

names and locations, which would render a song more universal. Such a song

by A. P. would also depart from the ballad tradition by adding a chorus; bal-

lads traditionally featured the same melody all the way through. The cho-

rus of "The Storms Are on the Ocean" reinforces the lovers' earnest love for

one another, and it reminds listeners of the theme of the song despite the

absence of the original details. And, most important of all, the song was

short enough to be captured by Peer's recording equipment.

83
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A large component of the Carter Family's initial fanbase - that is, the

peoplc who bought those first releases - consisted of people who were born

and raised in Appalachia but who were living in other parts of the country

for economic reasons. As Ralph Blizard pointed out, "what people don't real-

ize mostly is thar our traditional music had a footing in [the North] even

before Vorld War II."73 Blizard also recalled that "a lot of the people moved

from the South to the North to get jobs, because we didn't have much in the

south-not as much as there was up there."7a The traditional elements of

"The Storms Are on the Ocean," coupled with the Carters' accents, would

ccrtainly appeal to misplaced Appalachians, many of whom longed to return

home. Many of these fans would identify with rhe plight of the lovers

depicted in the song, who had parted for economic necessity and not by

choice. Afrer all, they had left friends and family behind to find employ-

ment in the factories up north, and many of them did not know when they

would be able to return. A. P Carter himself had left to work up north for

a time, so he knew how it felt to be far from home and loved ones. In addi-

tion, Jack Tottle points out that the Carter Family pronounced their words

in a disdnctively Appalachian manner, which would have given the songs a

special appeal to transplanted Appalachian people who had migrated and

were now surrounded by unfamiliar cultures and speech patterns.T5

The Bristol sessions recordings would change everything for the

Carters - and for American music in general. As Bufwack and Oermann

Put i t :

It would be hard to overstate The Carter Family's importance to popular

music history. Country's first star group is unmatched as a preserver and

popularizer of folk and parlor songs. Maybelle's then-revolutionary guitar

style helped transform the instrument from background rhythm to the

dominant lead sound in pop culture. [55]

Seventy-five odd years after they were made, the Carter Family's recordings

from the Bristol sessions still attract the attention of fans as well as of other

musicians. They operated in the gray area berween folk and commercial

music, giving a nod to the old days, but at the same time, updating the

music. The Carters' music, todaS sounds careful and professional, not at all

amateurish. And even though some of their material could be faulted for

over-the-top sentimentalism, many of the trio's songs are regularly included

in the repertoires of folk, old-time, and bluegrass musicians. The Carter

Family's songs may be old-fashioned, but they continue to please audiences

because they concern the universal things that people still care about in the

twcnty-6rst century.
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6. The Blackard-Shelor Story:
Biography of a Hillbilly String Band

Tom Carter

Dad Blackard's Moonshiners, alternatively billed as the Shelor Family,

recorded four sides for Victor in 1927 .t On these recordings Joe Blackard sang

the lead and picked the banjo; his daughter Clarice Blackard Shelor sang

harmony and provided piano accompaniment. The fiddlers were Jesse Shelor

(Clarice's husband) and his brother Pyrhus. This band, for convenience

referred to here as the Shelor Family, hailed from Meadows of Dan, Patrick

County, Virginia. Both the Blackards and the Shelors play an important role

in the musical history of this region and are particularly noteworthy because

their lives span three distinct eras of outside involvement in the folk music

of the Southern Appalachians. Cecil Sharp, the English folksong collector,

visited and notated Joe Blackard's singing in 19182; the two families com-

bined in 1927 to make commercial discs for the early recording industry;

and, finally, the urban folk revival of the 1960s led to their "rediscovery" and

subsequent re-recording. The history of this band and its music perhaps can

best be illustrated by tracing the development of its individual members.

Joe Blackard was born "down the mountain" 3 near the town of Stuart,

one of the children of \filloughby Blackard, in 1859. The Blackards moved

up to the top of the Blue Ridge in the early 1860s and lived at Connors View,

not far from the present Meadows of Dan post office. Shortly thereafter,
'l7illoughby 

was killed during the battle for the defense of Richmond - one

Reprinte d from Old Time Music 24 (Spring 1977): 4-7. Used by permission of the aurhor and that

pcriodical's editor Tony Russell.
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